
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2008 1:07 PM PT 
To: dave clark – Proprietor of Waterfront-Seacrest Café, Minehead, England 
Subject: WIRE-january's rent - basic needs-RE: Insurance 
 
Dave, nice to hear even if it is not all positive. 
 
Suffice to say you will recall once asking me a rhetorical question, "Why is China 
the new enemy?" 
 
People have poor short term memories beginning with the fact that people have 
such very poor long term memories beginning with modern day history of the world 
told now to 3 generations, spanning some 100 years, that has been written by the 
oppressors who as logic would dictate make themselves out to be the "good guys" 
and those they enslave the "bad guys" with most of the venom directed towards 
those massive of Chinese slaves who are now not only "up in arms" but continue to 
set the scholastic levels wherever they travel and can far better understand than 
the masses of US indoctrinated Americans that the very poor decision yesterday by 
the US Federal Reserve to make it easier for the biggest crooks to legally steal 
more, will inevitably hurt most of all the already very poor in the United States. 
 
And if you happen to be of the poor working class and haven’t figured out a way to 
steal legally like the upper middle class and those above who consider those that 
actually have to sweat for a living as stupid, the odds of even finding the time let 
alone the energy to connect up all the dots is all but impossible. 
 
Place yourself now in the shoes of the filthy rich with so much leisure time to dilly 
dally, quick to pass judgment on the poor whose poverty they see as "state of 
mind" and in the same breadth rushing to this leisurely activity and that nonsense 
meeting all the while burning gas/petrol and every so often remembering to recycle 
their recyclables. 
 
In other words, the filthy lazy rich have no more time on their hands than the hard 
working poor who increasingly have an internet connection and in many instances 
as fast as the lazy filthy rich with their so nauseating Trust Funds, if not faster. 
 
Of all the important and time sensitive things I have written you bring up a very 
important "confrontation" between Iranian speed boats and a US destroyer armed 
with the most sophisticated conventional and nuclear weapons in the United States 
of America's arsenal. 
 
Your reaction, " I am sure though his [Captain of the US Hawker]actions did 
avoid escalation of the situation" is very possibly the verbiage needed for us to 
attract more than just me to my forthcoming seminar-workshop a week today to be 
broadcast over the internet. 
 
BTW do you have any comments with what Adam L. Tucker emailed me earlier: 

 



From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2008 10:56 AM 
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 

Subject: Seminar model idea 
 

What do you think about making the seminar free and just charge for participation in a 
chat room or in an instant message Q&A? 
 
The model could bring in subscribers to your weekly Q&A sessions and news letters, 
allowing for consistent revenue in addition to charging for live seminar workshops. 

 

China was not mentioned in that confrontation that demonstrated above all else the 
gross incompetency of not only the captain of the US Hawker but all his superiors 
who have yet to condemn his inexcusable actions including all 3 Branches of the 
United States Government. 
 
All we know are the facts provided by the US military beginning with the Pentagon 
who provided both the video and the verbiage that they contend demonstrated 
beyond a shadow of a doubt the beyond belief threatening by 5 Iranian speedboats, 
not only dropping unidentified objects into the water but immediately thereafter 
declaring over their radios, "I am coming at you, will explode in a couple of 
minutes”; bearing again in mind just one rubber dingy armed with a torpedo blew 
wide open the USS Cole killing and wounding many US navy personnel resulting in 
the building of more ships and more US personnel sent in “harms way” doing what 
exactly, apart from the United States of America not having to pay a fair market 
price for its oil? 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20nblock-
coming.pdf 
 
In the minute or so it has taken you to read what I have written above, both Israeli 
and Chinese military officials reading this communiqué along with of course United 
States as well as British military officials including all the world's intelligence 
agencies have figured out that there is much more to what I am saying as well as 
doing in getting the world's hard working poor to think very carefully before 
teaming up with any violent organization including the world's officially sanctioned 
gangs of murderers who are afforded brand spanking new clothing, the most 
sophisticated weaponry including communications devices, barely edible food in 
their stomachs and little else more. 
 
Not all of the world's official military are the same, however; on the contrary 
Israel's military as well as that of the Peoples Republic of Communist China remains 
"head and shoulders" superior to the rest of the world but even Israel is having its 
problems given the speed at which the truth is being shared with its most important 
Special Forces commandos who are the most "wired". 
 
Yesterday, in my last email sent to Adam L. Tucker [click hyperlink below] 
organizing this Internet seminar-workshop, I made mention of the fact that it is not 



only the Mossad who have figured out that they don’t need to use money or for that 
matter any other means of exchange when getting what they want including 
intelligence and weapons placed in the hands of Israeli assassins immediately prior 
to a mission on foreign soil, Israel’s most “wired” intelligence institute with the 
most brutally effective assassinations unit, has no issue whatsoever in killing even 
Jewish people who they consider to be a threat to the State of Israel, all the while 
recognizing that with advances in information sharing technology such as that 
offered by the internet, it is so much more effective to get their message across by 
simply exposing traitors and their collaborators, all the while such traitors and 
collaborators who still get too full of themselves get reminded every so often when 
a “loved one” suddenly becomes gravely ill or better yet dies in an airplane 
accident.  
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20atucker-goodthing.pdf 
 
Once you grasp the reality of what it means when I not only say, but can prove 
beyond a shadow of a doubt, that it is not only the Mossad who don’t need money 
to get everything they want, then all you need do is look how tough it is for you to 
get me my rent on time; bearing in mind the vast chunk of the rent you pay is for 
living in a 3 bedroom house right on the ocean which were it here in the United 
States, specifically southern California, more so heavily corrupt Del Mar, California, 
what you pay is currently “nothing”, although by the time you receive this email the 
US Dollar could possibly reflect it fair market value which would make it worth 
significantly less than Deutche Mark during the Weimar Republic when a barrelful 
couldn’t afford a loaf of bread. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20atucker-pisic.pdf 
 
Dave, I am trying as best I can to get you to “expand” your “product offering” by 
first approaching all those 57 odd people, and of course there might be some 
overlap, who ate and drank with you over Christmas and New Year to attend our 
forthcoming Internet seminar-workshop. 
 
Bear in mind that not only will I split with you the profit of those you invite but by 
them able to ask me any question, and perhaps there will have to be a certain limit 
per individual, I should be able to cover quite a bit of ground in a short amount of 
time including spelling out the awesomeness of the British people who much more 
than bringing the world democracy, however imperfect it was to begin with, were 
the first conquering nation in the history of the world to be willing to say “No more” 
and return back the spoils of war after having defeated the Afrikaner Boers in the 
American financed Anglo-Boer War of 1899-1902. 
 
Here was Britain now in “command and control” of the extraordinary mineral riches 
of South Africa having its peoples take to the streets of London condemning the 
brutality of British elitists using Britain’s overpowering military strength to imprison 
Afrikaner old men, women and children in concentration camps, some 20,000 
dying. 
 



Those protesting weren’t “naïve”, they understood perfectly well what this “new 
found wealth” would mean to the standard of living of each and every British 
citizen, even those at the very bottom of the socio-economic ladder would somehow 
benefit and they did but nothing like the “Crown” whose loyalty like all the world’s 
“ruling elite” is only to themselves as they indoctrinate the masses with “God save 
the Queen”. 
 
Never forget for a moment that the British Crown’s “crown colony” remains the 
United States of America. 
 
Time to fly to a medical doctor’s appointment. 
 
Gary  
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: dave clark [mailto:theredlionminehead@btconnect.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2008 2:22 AM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 

Subject: RE: JANUARY'S RENT - basic needs-RE: Insurance 
 

in answer to Jan rent Yes we are sorry if its got to you late !   Problem was the 
few we had at Christmas and new year mostly paid by credit card and it took a 
time to clear the banking system ! there is very little cash around at the moment 

what with the economy and the weather being very bad we had gales here last week  
  

Numbers for lunch Christmas day 32  new years eve 25  but since then very few its 
a struggle with energy prices going through the roof petrol someplace  now at 

just under £5 an imp gallon electricity and gas just gone up again but nothing we 
can do about it  

  
The future seems promising there are signs that people are starting to go out 

again but it will be slow we made positive progress through the year to build a 
reputation and client base so we not starting from lower than base level this 

year we even had a visit from Gordon Ramsey before Christmas  
  
we have to pay all bills and rent from turnover as our capital has been invested 

in the first year here on the electrics gas supply extraction flooring and decor 
along with stock so please bear with us if things are  a little late we need some 

good weather and a bit of good luck to get through mineheads winter 
  

further news for you 3 pubs including our old one are struggling big time 2 are 
back on the market inc our old one and on Saturday night our old gardener was 

stabbed and murdered for a few quid by teenagers this dependence on cash through 
a bad economy in this area is  now getting out of hand 

  
  

as a final note am not sure what to think about the American Iran confrontation 
as I really didn't hear that much about it I am sure though his actions did avoid 
escalation of the situation  I also read you stuff about DeBeers etc as I have a 

lot of relatives  in south Africa having moved there in the mid 50s 
  



  
 best regards to all  

  
Dave  

 
________________________________ 

 
From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net] 

Sent: Tue 22/01/2008 21:22 
To: dave clark 

Subject: JANUARY'S RENT - basic needs-RE: Insurance 
 

 
 
Dave - have you sent January's rent? 

 
  

 
I am scheduling a week from tomorrow, Wednesday, January 30th, my first 

broadcasted seminar-workshop over the Internet, all geared to scare the living 
daylights out of those so very arrogantly profiteering from the collapse of their 

house of cards capital and financial markets that was prevented today here in the 
United States because once again the hard working and taxed to death poor went 

along with the nonsense US Federal Reserve stepping in to bail out the lazy and 
filthy rich who just relish most of all the confusion believing the poor will 

only get their "acts together" once they cannot afford to feed themselves and by 
that time the rich will have fled to their safe havens leaving it up to local law 
enforcement to maintain "law and order", bearing in mind not all local law 

enforcement are multi-millionaires and nor are they all stupid, the same with all 
the world's military.  

 
  

 
My focus will be on those know why it is that I have such extraordinary 

"credibility" at the highest levels of the very dark De Beers-Anglo American 
Cartel [DAAC] pyramid, who have never felt it necessary to understand me better 

by having me ever repeat myself. 
 

  
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20atucker-better.pdf 

 
  

 
Such individuals who, consider themselves the "smart money" folks with loyalty 

only to the color of the money they have in their possession as they create all 
sorts of smokescreens using the most deceptive propaganda when dispensing 

disinformation such as, "racism, beginning with the color of a person's skin is 
at the root of all evil", understood perfectly well that when on July 23rd, 2002 

I called for President Bush to immediately suspend the trading of shares in 
public corporations, such a very reasonable suggestion would never be 

implemented; on the contrary, the "smart money" folks who by then had already 



fled the capital and financial markets, specifically the stock and real estate 
markets in those regions of the world heavily dependent on big government 

handouts to the lazy rich, knowing how much perfect sense I made, simply went on 
the most extraordinary "buying-selling spree", first picking up the phone to 

their respective financial institutions and leveraging themselves fully, first by 
taking out unsecured loans that were then immediately used as collateral to 

"short" both the stock and real estate markets, again beginning here in the 
united States, the most "underwater" economy the world has ever witnessed given 

how our economy is totally dependent on our military strength that is waning at 
the most extraordinary pace to the point that US Military websites are now 

banning posts of mine as well as others promoting the truth that I speak; such 
banning speaking, beyond belief, loudly as to how vulnerable do US military 

officials feel about their own "clay feet". 
 
  

 
Moreover, the "smart money" folks knew even more than half a decade ago that they 

had no "skin in the game" given how even if the totally rigged markets were to 
turn against them, meaning that corrupt elected and non-elected government 

officials would be able to get away with printing more fictitious-worthless 
monies and handing them out first to their major benefactors who got them in to 

such omnipotent law making positions and nothing quite like the power to produce 
money, the "smart money" folks who were and remain betting that the masses will 

inevitably figure out exactly how the how system works and refuse to continue 
investing in their own downfall by allowing their retirement monies to be 

invested in totally nonsense stock markets that drive both the real estate and 
insurance markets, thereby causing a precipitous all markets collapse, such 
monies being pumped in to the markets in the meantime prior to the masses waking 

up, causing the stock and real estate markets to keep rising, thus placing a 
"squeeze"  on the "smart money" folks' "short positions" who were, again using 

the monies borrowed from banks, betting along with the banks that the markets 
would collapse but only when enough information had finally reached the "common 

man", resulting in the "smart money" folks once again picking up the phone to 
their bank managers all over the world letting them know that they were now "in 

bed together" and if the banks didn't continue to keep increasing their credit 
facilities, the "smart money" folks with again, "no skin in the game" would 

simply walk away, first from their unsecured credit lines, causing in the very 
next instant a precipitous stock market and real estate market collapse. 

 
  
 

This is yet again another good example of "Heads I win, tails you lose". 
 

  
 

Suffice to say that even the most non-sophisticated human being who has never 
even heard of the Internet should be able to not only understand what exactly it 

is that I am talking so long as they have just an average command of language but 
at least equal in importance is that they can very quickly appreciate that I 

happen to have a very significant degree of experience in the capital and 
financial markets, in addition to the business of De Beers who for more than a 



century now have been in total control of the world's capital and financial 
markets as well as the entire world's drilling industry. 

 
  

 
Consequently, even without looking at my family's extraordinary close ties to the 

De Beers-Anglo American Cartel as well as Israeli Military Intelligence who 
didn't need to read The Diamond Invention to know that the DAAC not only financed 

the wholesale slaughter of 6 million Jewish people during the Holocaust but were 
dead set against the Jewish State of Israel which from its fledging beginnings in 

1948 has had to seek one accommodation after the next with this mafia of mafia, 
all the while never losing sight of this most violently anti-Semitic organization 

that of course includes many Judas Jewish people, it only makes perfect sense 
that I would end up at a most critical juncture in the history the DAAC sitting 
in the offices of their most important price fixing operation on US soil back in 

1980 when I wasn't exactly a "potted plant", as both Stephen Cohen and Alan 
Lipworth, the two principals of Codiam Inc. headquartered on 47th Street, New 

York City, the money laundering capital of the world provided Black Hatter Martin 
Rapaport with his pricing of Diamond Currency that was then produced in the 

Rapaport Report which serves to this day as the Bible for all the world's 
diamond-money laundering dealers who know better than to have ever questioned 

publicly how Mr. Rapaport ever comes up with his pricing let alone what prevents 
corrupted elected and non-elected government officials from hauling in Mr. 

Rapaport, Stephen Cohen and Alan Lipworth and "nailing them to the cross"; 
bearing in mind it is not a state secret that there was a very significant 

"schism" relatively recently between Mr. Cohen and Mr. Lipworth who is a not all 
that distant relation of mine, the same with Stephen Cohen. 
 

  
 

What I have written above could very well serve as a "preview" for this upcoming 
"live broadcast" that will of course be archived on www.just3ants.com 

<http://www.just3ants.com/> , making the minimum US$20 upfront charge a really 
good deal. 

 
  

 
Of course it is very possible that none of the 11 odd who say they are committed 

to registering will actually do so, in part because that US$20 could be the 
difference between surviving one more day and not surviving, let alone without 
food and clean drinking water in one's belly how could I, reasonable person, 

expect any of them to have the intestinal fortitude to figure out without my help 
that this collapse we are witnessing in "real time" in the capital and financial 

markets is 100% contrived and all geared to make the hard working poor feel even 
more helpless as the rich now more than ever, "lick their chops", turn on the 

music loud, rejoice and most of all laugh themselves silly at the poor who they 
cannot believe still haven't figured out how to steal legally and therefore never 

get caught. 
 

  
 



Not to mention, how the really "smart money" people throughout the world who have 
benefited handsomely from my "insight and analysis of the important events of the 

day", not to mention "prescient timing", are right now racing around their living 
rooms and board rooms screaming their heads off, never believing in a million 

years I will ever be able to reach the masses of poor who again are not stupid, 
simply very misinformed. 

 
  

 
To mention little of these gutless bastards who when "push comes to shove" have 

absolutely no fight in them to stand up to those with truth on their side, the 
most extraordinary weapon when it comes to any type of warfare, particularly 

guerrilla warfare where your opponent doesn't simply walk and announce, "Look at 
me, I am two feet taller than you, so take your best shot". 
 

  
 

To mention in passing those salivating right now as the poor of the world get so 
very desperate, feeling so very helpless, these cowards who entire strength comes 

from their "money belief system" and only know from the bullies who raise them on 
a "money based" value system, still have to deal with me who didn't get off a 

ship in Haifa Harbor, Israel, just yesterday, and why it is  that more than 
Israeli Military Intelligence pay very careful attention to what I have to say, 

and of course that includes folks like the FBI, MI5, CIA and never to forget the 
Mossad who are also made up of human beings who have emotions beginning with 

feeling extraordinarily sad right now that by all "appearances" the People 
Republic of Communist China has "succumbed" to the western "money culture" 
without China's leaders having pointed out sufficiently the "drawbacks" when 

simply looking at the beyond belief superficial behavior of the current 
generation of western teenagers beginning with the most messed up here in North 

America who couldn't be counted on anything more were they to have to defend the 
mainland of the United States, than getting on their cell phones and calling on 

Daddy and Mommy to release more of their Trust Funds, and for the overwhelming 
majority of US American kids of military age who don't have Trust Funds, well 

they should feel just as comfortable in registering for this first seminar-
workshop as the Trust Fund kids I know who will be allowed to participate free of 

charge.  
 

  
 
You might find one or more patrons of the Seacrest-Waterfront Café who share as 

well as don't share your point of view on the important issues of the day, and of 
course there is nothing right now more important than one's money, and therefore 

very interested to hear my explanations about what is happening this very moment 
in real time with the capital and financial markets all over the world and who in 

turn might decide not only to more regularly show up to drink an ale and eat but 
bring others along in the future who both share and don't share their opinions. 

 
  

 
I may have figured out a way to directly compensate those who bring me a "paying 

audience" who feel they also don't have a "voice" but don't want to be part of 



any organized group, preferring just like me to "go it alone", creating their own 
incorruptible grass roots organization that "attracts" others "like minded". 

 
  

 
Each of us, no matter our "different point of views", can create our own 

"network" even if that network numbers no more than one. 
 

  
 

Regards, 
 

  
 
Gary 

 
  

 
Ps - How's the weather? 

 
  

 
[Word count 1929 <http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/risk%20assessment.htm> ] 

 
  

 
________________________________________ 
 

From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2008 8:55 AM 

To: 'dave clark' 
Subject: BASIC NEEDS-RE: Insurance 

 
  

 
Dave - Thank you for this information and thank you for Decembers check although 

I would have preferred it sooner as I make it my business to keep very little 
cash in my bank accounts given how extraordinarily unstable are the capital and 

financial markets and most likely to get a whole lot more so. 
 
  

 
You, however, have a business that serves the very basic needs and therefore the 

least likely to suffer in a worldwide economic depression that could be over in 
an instant, in fact in the same instant it were to begin, were to masses to come 

together which increasingly seems likely, but I wouldn't count on it. 
 

  
 

How many meals did you serve on Christmas Day? 
 

  



 
Are you more or less optimistic about the forthcoming year? 

 
  

 
All the very best, 

 
  

 
Gary 

 
  

 
Ps - What did you think of the actions of the captain of the US Hawker when 
confronted by 5 threatening Iranian speedboats? 

 
  

 
On that subject, attached is a pretty close to complete draft of an analysis of a 

not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report. I would be interested in 
your opinion. 

 
  

 
BTW, I am planning on putting on seminar-workshops all around the world. 

 
  
 

Below is part of email Adam L. Tucker, who is writing the analysis, sent to a 
gentleman who came across some of our writings on the internet, in particular our 

one website www.just3ants.com <http://www.just3ants.com/> , letting him know the 
purpose of these seminars-workshops: 

 
  

 
We will soon be holding seminars to expose the intimate relationship between the 

United States and De Beers among other things. 
 

  
 
The following is cut and pasted from Edward J Epstein's "Diamond Invention" 

 
http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap18.htm 

<http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap18.htm>   
 

  
 

This raised the possibility that the diamond cartel and its allies might have 
found some way of intervening in the antitrust division. In a previous antitrust 

case involving the ITT corporation, President Nixon had blatantly attempted to 
prevent the antitrust division from pressing its suit. On August 4, 1974, the 

Justice Department received information that the "De Beers organization is a 



large contributor to both political parties and should this investigation get to 
a stage where cases were actually filed [the antitrust division] would probably 

receive much political pressure." The informant also disclosed that one major 
diamond dealer in New York was in "constant contact" with Harry Oppenheimer and 

was somehow relaying to him "information on the progress of this antitrust 
investigation." The diamond dealer in question was further alleged by this source 

to have "arranged the meeting for Harry Oppenheimer with John Kennedy when 
Kennedy was President-elect ... at the Carlyle Hotel," and to have served as an 

intermediary between Oppenheimer and American concerns in a number of deals. 
 

  
 

By monopolizing diamonds, De Beers has been able to control every industry that 
requires industrial diamonds: 
 

  
 

Diamond drilling bits needed for accessing: oil, silver, gold, platinum, uranium, 
etc 

 
  

 
Diamond blades required for mass production of anything steel: tanks, guns, jets, 

cars, etc.  
 

  
 
Synthetic diamonds are not as hard as natural diamonds and so their industrial 

applications are much more limited; although you should know that GE was also 
indicted for benefiting from the price fixing of De Beers. 

 
  

 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9D0CE6DF143BF93BA25751C0A962958260 

<http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9D0CE6DF143BF93BA25751C0A96295826
0>  

 
  

 
Gary's uncle is the executor of Charles Engelhard's estate; if you read the 
Diamond Invention you will see that Charles Engelhard was the US partner with 

Harry Oppenheimer the head of De Beers. Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals is now 
THE platinum monopolist thanks to the platinum that was mined from South African 

during the South African Apartheid Regime. And you would forget that there is a 
law that was set in the mid 70s that required all vehicles manufactured in the US 

to have platinum in their catalytic converters. 
 

  
 

There is a lot of information but once you get the concept it is pretty easy to 
comprehend... 

 



  
 

You have undoubtedly heard of the Golden Rule... He who has the gold makes the 
rules. 

 
  

 
The next question you and every United States citizen should ask is, "where is 

all the gold?" 
 

  
 

As the economy collapses people are going to be looking for answers more and 
more, we want to get to them before desperation breeds violence. 
 

  
 

I hope this inspires you to help share the information. 
 

  
 

  
 

-----Original Message----- 
From: dave clark [mailto:theredlionminehead@btconnect.com]  

Sent: Friday, January 11, 2008 4:18 AM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: RE: Insurance 

 
  

 
Gary just checked insurance its not due untill March ! Things very quiet here no 

one spending not worth being open and the weather is lousy Best Regards Dave 
 

  
 

________________________________ 
 

  
 
From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net] 

 
Sent: Mon 31/12/2007 14:44 

 
To: dave clark 

 
Subject: Insurance 

 
  

 
  

 



  
 

Furthermore, did you receive any notice from the insurance agents that the 
insurance is due? 

 


